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Abstract: In the Middle Ages, the recipe was of central importance for the

safeguarding and transmission of knowledge. This holds true for the scientific traditions

ofboth the East and the West. Recipes have been transmitted in a multitude of

manuscripts, either alone or in combination with other recipes and works. This

article presents a collection of recipes for the production of inks that have been

handed down in an alchemical collective manuscript. The collection also contains

a recipe to ward off the pestilence. This combination of alchemy, healing rituals
and ink production is more common than one might think. The question arises

whether this is due to pure coincidence or whether such collections reflect a

literary tradition?

Keywords: alchemy; ink production; magic; pestilence; recipes

1 Introduction

Recipes played an important role in the transmission of technical knowledge in the
Middle Ages.1 This applies not only to pre-modern Europe, but also to the Middle
East and North Africa. A great number of Islamic manuscripts transmitting single

1 For the role of the recipe in the transmission of knowledge in such diverse fields as textile
industry, metallurgy, painting and illumination, see the collection of papers in Côrdoba de la Llave
2013.

This article was written in the framework of the project "Between Religion and Alchemy. The

scholar Ibn Arfa' Ra's (d. 1197) as a model for an integrative Arabic literary and cultural history,"
funded by the Swiss National Science Foundation.
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recipes and recipe collections bear testimony to the importance of this literary form
in the safeguarding and proliferation of knowledge in this region of the world.2

These for the most part short texts transmit information pertaining to different arts
and crafts. Recipes were especially common in cookery3 and pharmacy,4 but also

in various other disciplines such as alchemy,5 gunpowder production,6 ink making,7

magic,8 and medicine.9

In general, recipes were either transmitted individually, grouped together in
collections or added to treatises and composite manuscripts.10 It was quite common

to write (non-)related recipes on the margins or empty pages of a manuscript
at a later stage, thereby making best use of the precious commodity of paper.11

Recipes were particularly susceptible to alteration and variance.12 The copyists/
composers/authors often changed the recipe's wording, either on purpose or
inadvertently, during its often obscure history of transmission. In some cases, such

open transmission was the result of on-going experimentation, as Georg Leube

points out for the field of alchemy.13

The historian of science Matteo Martelli once described alchemical recipes as

"shifting atoms of knowledge that could be disseminated in a variety of treatises of
different genres or simply piled into collections of variable length."14 This

'volatility', although a serious challenge to the modern philologist, can be regarded as a

fruitful venue to explore the convoluted ways in which technical knowledge was
handed down and bequeathed to later generations.15 Ink recipes represent a

2 When I had the opportunity to take a closer look at the Islamic manuscript collection in Gotha, I

discovered, besides the whole collections of recipes listed in the catalog, many single recipes
scribbled in the margins of the preserved manuscripts. An unparalleled collection of Arabic
medical recipes offers the Wellcome Library in London, see London, Wellcome Library, "Digital
Collections: Arabic Manuscripts": https://wellcomelibrary.org/collections/digital-collections/
arabic-manuscripts/ [consulted on 02.12.2019].

3 Lewicka 2011: 27-39.

4 A good introduction to Arabic pharmaceutical literature provides Chipman 2010.

5 Jiittner 1999.

6 Zaky 1967: 47-51.

7 See, in particular, Schopen 2006, and the more recent publication Raggetti 2016.

8 Dorpmüller 2005; Günther / Pielow 2018: 30.

9 Isaacs 1990; idem. 1994.

10 Leube 2013.

11 Keil 1999.

12 Variance is a common phenomenon in Arabic manuscripts and can even be observed in works

that were handed down in 'closed transmission'. See the study on Arabic didactic poems by
Sobieroj 2016.

13 Leube 2013: 9.

14 Martelli 2018.

15 For the concept of fluid tradition, see Raggetti 2016: 294-338, and idem. 2018.
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particularly interesting case in this regard, since they were handed down in a great

variety of Arabic, Persian, and Turkish manuscripts.16 In general, instructions on
the production of inks were handed down in handbooks for secretaries or callig-
raphers or manuals on arts and crafts.17 Some Persian ink makers and master

calligraphers, for example, revealed their trade secrets and handed down

numerous recipes on ink making in written form.18 However, it was not uncommon
to include ink recipes in treatises on the occult sciences, such as alchemy,
astrology, and the talismanic art.19 The Jäbirian Corpus, for example, comprises
treatises that offer alchemical and chemical instructions (e.g. the manufacturing of
steel, the colouring of glass, the production of inks) alongside healing, talismanic,
and protective rituals.20 This raises the question of how ink recipes were related to
such occult content? Lucia Raggetti argued in her recent article on ink recipes in
Ibn al-Jazari's (d. 833/1429) Book on the Art ofPenmanship that alchemical practice
and alchemical shared notions might have influenced the art of ink making:

Some of the recipes have an alchemical flavour, and it is not far-fetched to propose that some
alchemical technical notions emerge here because they were part of a widely shared
intellectual and technical background. This shows, moreover, that alchemy scored some major
technological successes and that its practices entered and influenced other crafts.21

While such links between alchemy and ink production seem convincing, the

question remains why recipes on ink production were found in treatises of
astrological content or intermingled with recipes on ritual healing? Were such
collections of practical value to the composers/scribes? Do they reflect the

literary conventions of the day or were they merely grouped together
unintentionally?

To date, the transmission of ink recipes and recipe collections in the Islamicate
world has not been studied sufficiently to provide satisfying answers to such
questions.22 Claudia Colini, a researcher at the University of Hamburg, is currently
investigating the relationship between ink recipes and the various Arabic sources

16 Colini 2019.

17 Gacek 2009:134.
18 Seyed Sadra Zekrgoo studied a number of ink recipes written down by Persian master
calligraphers in his Ph.D. thesis (Zekrgoo 2017).

19 Colini 2019.

20 Al-Hassan 2009:147.
21 Raggetti 2019: 238-239.
22 The ERC Project AlchemEast lately promoted a research initiative in this regard. The workshop
'Traces of Ink. Experiences of Philology and Replication' in 2018 shed new light on traditions of ink
making from Classical Antiquity to the Arabo-Islamic Middle Ages. The proceedings are in course
of publication with Brill.
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in which these instructions were transmitted.23 While the reasons might vary and
need to be assessed on a case to case basis, I argue in this paper that a local literary
tradition might have played a role in the collection and transmission of recipes.

Strong evidence for such local 'tastes' is provided by ink recipes and recipe
collections transmitted in manuscripts from Egypt.

This paper presents two cases for the intermingling of recipes dealing with
the production of dyes and inks with different 'occult' practices.24 These two
manuscripts are both held at Gotha Research Library. The first manuscript
provides instructions on where and how to raise hidden treasure. The second

manuscript transmits an alchemical treatise followed by a list of ink recipes and

a recipe for warding off the pestilence, recipes that will be published and
translated here for the first time. The history of composition of these two
manuscripts remain unknown. Could it be that two formerly independent texts
were mingled together at a later stage? Does this compilation reflect the
interests of a patron/collector/copyist? Such multiple-text manuscripts (MTMs)

can allow us to glean information on the close relationship between textual
transmission and teaching traditions, the interests of individual readers, and

literary tastes and trends.25 Although MTMs with individual texts on occult
topics were at times produced for personal use,26 recurring patterns in combing
texts on occult practices - such as the one presented here - suggest that there is

more to this than meets the eye.

2 MS Gotha, orient A. 1300: treasures, gold dyes,
and healing recipes

The porous disciplinary boundaries in the transmission of recipes reflect an

anonymously transmitted collection of treasure indications, currently stored at
Gotha Research Library with the shelf mark 1300. The manuscript has no
introduction. After the basmala follow almost one hundred short instructions on how to

find treasure at various different locations in Egypt (usually introduced by the

word sifa, "description") (see Figure 1).

23 Colini 2019.

24 On the problematic Western approach towards 'occult' and 'esoteric' practices in Islamic

societies, see Saif 2019. Raggetti convincingly proposes that these recipes are influenced by the

concept of the 'properties' (manäfi' or hawäss) of natural objects. See Raggetti 2018.

25 Friedrich and Schwarke 2016a.

26 Friedrich and Schwarke 2016b: 22.
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Figure 1: MS Gotha, orient A. 1300, fols lv-2r.

Treasure hunting was a quite popular activity in medieval Egypt.27 Since the
Nile Valley's history of settlement reaches back millennia and the region experienced

the rise and fall of many flourishing civilizations with highly developed
burial cultures, discoveries of tombs, artefacts, burial objects, and precious
materials must have occurred on a regular basis.28 The unearthing of such 'hidden'
treasures and the subsequent rumors and legends surrounding spectacular treasure

troves contributed, finally, to medieval Egypt's fame as the realm of hidden

treasures par excellence.29

27 On this phenomenon, see Braun 2017.

28 For the belief in the afterlife and the burial practices in Ancient Egypt, see amongst others Kees

1977 and Ikram 2015. Still today, archaeological projects as well as illegal excavations bring an
astonishing number of ancient artefacts to light. Discoveries made during illegal excavations only
become publicly known, if the authorities succeed in detecting such activities in time. The surge in
illegal excavations in recent years is documented by a number of articles that appeared in al-

Ahräm and other modern Egyptian media outlets. For an analysis of the phenomenon, see Paul
2016.

29 Stanislaus Hirschberg, for example, has argued that the unearthing of burial objects in
medieval and early modern Europe finally led to the widespread assumption of buried treasure and

incited many to search for treasures. See Hirschberg 1934.
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Not all of those who headed for Egypt's reputed treasure sites relied solely on
traditional treasure hunting tools, such as the pickaxe (mi'wal), the iron shovel

0mishä), and the chisel (qattâ ').30 Some were persuaded that the former owners of
these riches had assigned the protection of these sites to supernatural treasure

guardians and installed protective talismans as well as lethal contraptions to

safeguard them from possible intruders.31 In order to counteract such defensive

means, the treasure hunter had to have recourse to magic.

Surviving Arabic magical compendia offer numerous recipes for the discovery
of treasures, the fath al-kunüz (literally "the opening of treasures") as it was
dubbed in these texts.32 While some provide lengthy incantations to conjure up
treasure, others are aimed at overcoming obstacles barring the way to the

treasures, referred to in this kind of literature as mawäni' wa-dawäfi' ("impediments
and repellents").33

Besides these single recipes scattered throughout Arabic treatises on magic, a

whole genre of Arabic occult literature emerged that deals exclusively with the

hunt for treasures in Egypt and, to a lesser degree, in Greater Syria (al-Shäm). These

texts provide instructions of the way to the treasure sites and reveal, furthermore,
the necessary magical rituals such as fumigations of incenses (bakhür),
incantations ('azima), invocations (da'wä), and spells (qasam), as well as sacrificial

offerings (qurbdn) which were necessary to appease the spirits, break the

talismans, or render innocuous the lethal contraptions (mahdlik).34 These instructions

were known in Arabic as "(treasure) indications" (dalâ'il).35 Collections of

30 Abü Ja'far al-Idrïsï outlines the treasure hunters' traditional tools in his treatise on the
pyramids. Cf. Haarmann 1991: 36, 1. 2; 73, 1. 2-3. In early modern Europe, the pick and the axe had
become the traditional tools of miners and symbolized their work and ethic. See Dym 2011: 11.

Whether treasure hunters in the pre-modern Middle East and North Africa had their own distinct
culture and symbolism remains unknown.
31 Ihn Khaldün condemns such beliefs among his contemporaries and dismisses them as

nonsense, see Slane 1934-38: vol. 2, 281 (Arabic text); Rosenthal 1967: vol. 2,320 (English trans.).
32 For the term fath al-kunüz, see al-Tilimsânï 2001: 41.

33 See, for example, the long invocation for conjuring up treasure in al-Tilimsânï 2001: 41.

Instructions to overcome mawäni' wa-dawäfi' provides, amongst others, a commentary on the

'Greater Invocation of the Deserts' (Da'wä al-sabäsib al-laibrä), transmitted in multiple
manuscripts. See, for example, Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS arabe 2767, fol. 74v-104r.
URL: https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btvlbll0022457.
34 The first and, so far, only edition based on three manuscripts appeared in 1907 in Cairo, see

Kamäl 1907.

35 The heading of Kamäl 1907: §16 reads, for example, 'indications [on the area] near Büsh in
Middle Egypt' (dalä'il qurb Büsh min al-Sa'îd al-Adnä). See also the two indications transmitted in
Gotha, Forschungsbibliothek, MS orient. A. 1301, fol. 53v, 1. 2: 'Description of the indication in
Jerusalem' (çifat dalila bi-l-Quds) and Gotha, Forschungsbibliothek, MS orient. A. 1302,lv,l:
'description of the indications on Tida' (sifat dalä'il Tida).
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hundreds of such dalä'il are transmitted in several extant manuscripts.36 MS Gotha

orient. A. 1300 is one of these manuscripts.
The transmitted dalä'il in these manuscripts share a set of characteristics with

recipes in general, and Arabic alchemical recipes in particular. They begin with the

word sifa ("description"), a very common term to introduce a recipe; and they
partly use an alchemical terminology, often referring to substances common in
Arabic alchemy, e.g. mercury, sulfur, and vitriol. Moreover, the promised treasures

sometimes consist of fanciful elixirs.37 Not only are alchemical notions quite
present in this genre, the treasure indications showcase some local spiritual
healing traditions. The first treasure indication in the first edition of an Arabic
treasure book to be published so far guides the reader to the fruit of a ziziphus tree.

The fruit can be used as an elixir as well as a medication against leprosy and
blindness.

[...] in the middle of the hall you will find a ziziphus tree bearing fruits. When you open the

fruits, one half will be red, the other one yellow. It heals leprosy and blindness. When you
apply it on one thousand mithqäl of mercury, it will turn into an elixir.38

Such miraculous remedies against blindness, leprosy, and elephantiasis are

commonly described in the preserved manuscripts. In general, the texts suggest a

rather limited understanding of alchemy, magic, and medicine: the authors seem

to have had some basic notions but were unfamiliar with more elaborate
philosophical concepts and fundamental principles of these occult sciences. However, it
might be possible that the authors simply approached the topic in a different way,
having a specific target group in mind (the erudite experts vs. the individuals who

were less acquainted with alchemy). In any case, the indications do show that
there were some points of contact between treasure hunting, alchemy, and healing
rituals.

MS Gotha orient. A. 1300 demonstrates, moreover, that recipes on hidden
treasure, ink production, and ritual healing were sometimes collected together. It
contains numerous treasure indications as well as recipes to produce gold dyes,
and various instructions on how to use waste products such as urine and hair from
humans and animals for medicinal and magical purposes.39 Such ingredients are

common books on the 'science of the properties'.40

36 I am currently aware of fourteen manuscripts, one letter and one quotation of a treasure
indication in Abü Ja'far al-ldnsl's treatise on the pyramids.
37 See Kamäl 1907.

38 Kamäl 1907: §1. Trans, by the author.
39 Pertsch 1878-1892: vol. 2, 477.

40 Raggetti 2015.
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The manuscript was written with a non-professional hand and does not show

any sign of thorough consideration of the structure and the organization of the

recipes. While it may be that these recipes for treasure hunting and spiritual
healing were inadvertently grouped together, the intermingling of recipes
pertaining to different occult sciences also resurfaces in other contexts. During the
excavation of the Dayr Anbä Hadra, better known as the Monastery of St Simeon, in
Aswan, Upper Egypt, the archaeologist Ugo Monneret de Villard (d. 1954) chanced

upon some peculiar Arabic documents. He sent them to the Orientalist David

Margoliouth (d. 1940). Margoliouth and Eric John Holmyard (d. 1959) published the

transcripts and English translations of these fragments in a paper that appeared in
1931.41 Besides traders' accounts and private letters, the collection contains
alchemical and magical recipes. It is impossible to prove whether these recipes

were penned by the same author, but they show certain similarities in terms of form
and terminology. What is more, their wording resembles that of the Arabic treasure

indications, to a degree.

Further evidence for a local tradition, or at least, a tendency to group alchemy,
the production of inks and dyes, and ritual healing recipes together, is provided by
another manuscript held at Gotha Research Library.

3 Allegorical alchemy, dyes and a recipe against
the pestilence: MS Gotha orient A. 1162

Part of the Islamic Manuscript Collection at Gotha Research Library is MS Gotha

orient A. 1162. The German physician and traveler to the Near East, Ulrich Jasper

Seetzen, acquired the manuscript in Cairo at the beginning of the nineteenth

century. He indicated the location of purchase ("Kahira") on the first page of the

manuscript. Seetzen's expedition to the Orient was financially supported by Duke

August von Sachsen-Gotha-Altenburg (r. 1804-1822). In return, Seetzen promised
to buy and send back to Gotha natural curiosities, artisanal products, coins,

manuscripts, and various other items of interest. Seetzen stayed in Cairo and in
Lower Egypt from May 1807 to March 1809. From Cairo he undertook excursions

into the Fayyüm Oasis, Giza, Saqqara, Mitrehene, and al-Lähün where he collected

a large number of Egyptian antiquities.42

The manuscript was copied several centuries earlier by Yühannä b. Ghubayr b.

Abi 1-Faraj al-Manfalütt in the Egyptian village Minyat Ban! Khasib. He finished the

41 Margoliouth/Holmyard 1931.

42 Braun 2016: 52.
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copying of the manuscript in the year 1000/1592. Either he himself hailed from the

Egyptian town of Manfalüt near Asyût, or one of his ancestors did. Unfortunately,
nothing is known about the life of this copyist.43 The first twenty-two folios of the

manuscript transmit an alchemical treatise entitled Kitâb Sidrat al-muntahâ ("The
Book of the Ziziphus Tree of the Furthest Boundary"). The Arabic term sidra

designates the Ziziphus spina-christi, a tree commonly known as the Christ's thorn

jujube. The Sidrat al-muntahä, the "Ziziphus Tree of the Furthest Boundary" grows
in the seventh sphere near the garden of refuge (jannat al-ma'wä), according to
Islamic tradition. In this alchemical-allegorical treatise, the tree is at the beginning
of a cosmogony.44

According to the manuscript's first page and the colophon, the author of this
treatise was Ibn Wahshiyya the Nabatean, an enigmatic figure in the field ofArabic
occult sciences. It is very unlikely, however, that the historical Ibn Wahshiyya
penned this alchemical treatise. Ibn Wahshiyya gained fame as the transmitter of
Nabatean lore and his other works are firmly anchored in an Iraqi context.45 The

alchemical treatise, however, was very likely penned in Egypt. It evokes Hermes

Trismegistus and his ability to decipher the hieroglyphs, a popular motif in
Egyptian magical and occult texts.46

The treatise ends on fol. 22r. On the following four folios, al-Manfalütl
continued to copy recipes for the production of inks of different colours (twice red,

wine-coloured, blue, yellow, pistachio-coloured, rose-coloured, Egyptian black
ink, twice black) and a "divine medication" (al-dawâ' al-ilâhi) against the pestilence

(fä'ün).47 On the last folio, fol. 24r, a different hand scribbled down a recipe
for black ink. The recipes describe quite common ink making processes, e.g. the

production of iron-gall inks which are produced by mixing gallnuts i'afs),
pulverized or fermented vitriol (zäj), and gum arabic (samgh). Some recipes use water
from myrtle (as) or pomegranate (rummän) rinds instead of gallnuts. This is also a

frequently applied method.48

The last recipe copied by the scribe recommends the mixing of aloe, myrrh,
and saffron, a mixture which the patient needs to drink with an aromatic
beverage in order to ward off the pestilence. It is said to have been "tested"
(mujarrab).49 Moreover, whoever wrote down the recipe took the trouble to

compare the transmitted wording in two different manuscripts (for the added

43 Braun 2016: 52.

44 Braun 2016: 20.

45 Ullmann 1972: 209.

46 For an overview of the treatise's content, see Braun 2016: 28-48.
47 On the rather elusive concept of tä'ün in the Arabic sources, see Conrad 1982.

48 Gacek 2009:133.

49 This label is commonly attached to recipes, see Dorpmüller 2005: 39-40 and Raggetti 2018.
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collation remark, see recipe 11 below). Potions, prayers and, amulets were
commonly vaunted to keep pestilential diseases at bay and heal those already
affected.50 However, it remains a mystery why this recipe was added to a list of
ink recipes. The recipe collection ends with an instruction for the production of
black ink written by a different hand.

It remains unknown why these ink recipes were added to the manuscript and

why a recipe for warding off the pestilence is found among this collection of ink
recipes. Egypt suffered an outbreak of the Black Death in 1347-1350 and experienced

cycles of plague in the following decades.51 Such a recipe could well have

been considered of practical use. While texts and recipes on alchemy, magic,
medicine, and ink production are quite often transmitted together in multiple-texts
manuscripts, it still remains unknown if these cases demonstrate a fully-fledged
literary tradition or simply the interest of individual readers. Nevertheless, such

conspicuous frequency elicits questions regarding the interrelatedness of these

disciplines, crafts and practices and challenge the modern Western conception of
clear-cut disciplinary boundaries. A thorough study is needed to shed more light
on the intricate web of interdependencies between alchemy, magic, medicine, and
the production of dyes and inks and the authors'/composers'/scribes' intentions.
The Islamic Manuscript Collection of the Research Library Gotha will offer a unique
opportunity in this regard since many of its manuscripts on alchemy and magic
have not been closely studied yet.

4 Notes on editorial interventions and units of
measures

To improve the readability of the text without altering the recipes' language, I
decided to normalize the orthography such as the substitution of the alifmaqsüra
for the yâ' or the writing of the hamza. Moreover, I added missing diacritics and

thereby determined verbal prefixes that were left for interpretation in the manuscript

(opting either for a tâ' or yâ').
Since units of measure hugely varied from time to time and place to place, I

refrained from indicating modern equivalents. Walther Hinz offers the following
equivalents, but these must be treated with caution:

50 Ullmann 1970: 248-249; Fabbri 2007.

51 Borsch 2014:125.
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- dirham: a weight of around 3 g52

mithqäl: a unit of mass that equals 4.68 g in Egypt53

rath a unit of mass that equals in Egypt around 500 g54
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Figure 2: MS Gotha orient A. 1162, fol. 22v.

52 Hinz 1970: 2.

53 Hinz 1970: 4.

54 Hinz 1970: 29.
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Figure 5: MS Gotha orient A. 1162, fol. 24r.

6 Arabie text and translation

Instruction for a red ink
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[22v] Instruction for a red ink. Cinnabar57 is

taken as much as you want. It is crushed to a

fine powder on a slab of marble or in a mortar.
Then, it is put into a clean vessel and covered

with water. It is stirred and left until the liquid
settles down. The powder will float on the

water's surface. Decant the water from it and

55 On the etymology and the different spellings, see Käs 2010: vol. 2, 677-683.
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cjJLJ V aîDIJ ç.Lo AJIC.

JIJU Û^JÀJI AjIC.

SJ #L_liaj J&J » iijj <Lal_i.^ll

I jî I—lIu^J

,*Ul

£- jalail AjIC. «yffi fti

AJLSJJ #AJ3 AAa-uiJj £J^ll J^3 ^Lall

*^Jj ^L-«a (jli #A£.Luj (J.i.0 JiJj Afi.À

AJ3 ilj
• L3^WJ *"*J L5"^ (JjAA*-^i

jjâl£Ji qjh (Jjla Ajlj t-JiL-iajj
61jji-j ^j\£ I jj 4_j|i Vj öAa (aÜ*J

Ajjia^ AlaJl

(jjâ*3jl (j<o hivj La-a jjâlfûij
Ajij

,.^ Wilt Ij Ajli j "j' cJjis ' «ajj

<* jsJS Iii "'I (j*® t^ÜI

2. Instruction for a red ink

pour other water on it repeating the operation
three times, until no powder remains upon it.
Then, it needs to be returned to the slab of
marble and crushed as long as it is moist. Each

time you solidify it or apply gum arabic58 to it,
you need to pour a bit of water on it.

Then add one quarter of its quantity of gum
arabic that has been soaked in water and crush

it in. Then preserve it in an ink pad and leave it
in the sun for one hour. It will be of good

quality, ifnot, add gum arabic and dry it again
in the sun until it has become good and shines.

A bit of camphor is added so that it darkens for a

while and does not decay. If it is done without

camphor, the piece will change [colour] after

five days. The camphor is one of the things that

protect from decay, clears its colour and makes it
shine. Add a bit of lemon, too, it will remove

varnish from the sulphur at the moment of
writing.

fi ikjl .»Ijä yj Instruction for a red ink. Dragon's blood67
66 (> aJc jiLj UcU is taken and crushed into a fine powder, to

56 ;4-> ».nil

57 Cinnabar is a common raw material for the production of coloured inks. According to Arabic

ink recipes, the coloured ink is produced by washing, drying and pulverizing it. See Schopen 2006:

213.

58 On the use of gum arabic for the production of inks, see Schopen 2006: 35-65.

59 [A mill ^
60 ^ «->1 ;4 *> "'ill C5i.

61 Ji*-i :Aâ—ill

62 ;A > .rdi

63 Cjjjsu ;A-si.iill

64 > flJ J ;A.»nil

65 Jjjj :Aâ-ûll fjk.

66 ;AÂ-uûll gri.

67 Dragon's blood is a non-specific name for deep red resinous exudations from different trees

and was used as a pigment in red inks. See Agbakwuru and Whalley 1976: 1392-1394; Lev and
Zohar 2008: 90-92.
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_Uuivj eUJ yi .-LàSj u which the sufficient amount of gum arabic is
(J esjiJl (ill *L> -uit vi^jj added. It is put into a clean vessel. Pour the

iuj .ajsSj u jjîj ^ necessary amount of fresh brazilwood [or
.cjiijVl jiLo, ^ (iJi ciu yjli sappanwood?]68 water on it, which has not

yet been used for anything else. Dilute the
ink with brazilwood [or sappanwood?] water
whenever necessary.

Instruction for a wine-coloured ink

jj.j'Vr.il j* iâii ,AJ-till 4Àj~a

^Ä,Ij JS jj-ij ,l£j> Uja.
tjk A W-Nj lijl ^jic- LA^IA

ç.Lû A_llc. fljlVl $.lj]

,Aj (.- n*slj AaIaJI 7^£Aj-all

Instruction for a blue ink

qa (JIAA jû .lâij

[jY Vj A-à^ja!j

A_iL_aj jljil jjc. A£jjI ^
^)SLaill {ja Aj3 ^ÜllJ ' *"*

^a La A La j^a

(j^aâaJl «.LaJ Ajj^Jal ^aJ .AJSJj
1 » A>^I Ajâ i—j

.AJaäJjjüI

Instruction for a wine-coloured ink. We

take one part of sericon71 and one part of
wolfsbane.72 Crush them thoroughly, one by
one. Then, put it into a clean vessel. Add the

necessary amount of gum arabic water.
Write with it.

Instruction for a blue ink. We take two
dirhams of 'dyers' roots' which is turmeric.
Cook it until [23r] it dyes the feather [that you
plunge in it]. Then, remove it from the fire and
filter [lit. purify] it with the help of a small rag.
Add a sufficient amount of high-quality sugar
and a slightly larger amount ofblue dye. Then,
beat it with gallnut water and adding crushed

gum on it. Use it.

68 The Arabic term is ambivalent. It can designate brazilwood from Brazil as well as sappanwood
from Asia. A dye known as brazilin can be obtained from the heartwood of both trees. See Dapson
and Bain 2015.

69

70 (*«>'«"» ;aäuü11

71 The precise etymology of the word sericon remains unknown. In alchemy, it often referred to a

red pigment, probably minimum (or red lead). See Rampling 2014: 26. For minimum, see Lev and
Zohar 2008: 451.

72 Wolfsbane or aconite is a poisonous plant. Its toxicity was known to the authors of medieval
Arabic toxicological treatises, see Johnstone 1977.

73 j ' <-»

74 »»Till

75 (jj*> "|,a *A ^ > H ill
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5. Instruction for a yellow ink

> 76i±.b .«Iji-» ÂîJ y-. Instruction for a yellow ink. Take one part of
[?] 77jyjjjit scissile orpiment81 and one part of saffron. Crush

,79ijl jc. jit 78u ja. them separately and thoroughly. Pulverize them

jLlakj £ .'.ia Jc ja.tj JS thoroughly. Then, mix them while crushing.
»U j. Lafcik jtaajj ja-JL Cover them with gallnut water and write with it.

.A_i ' ÜSIj LaÄ jaij La 8^£a*-»]I

6. Instruction for a pistachio-coloured ink

jj »jit is-ji ÂL1 y- Instruction for a pistachio-coloured ink.
Uuuaij 82jjtlj»all jjjt Ten dirhams of the roots of the dyers [i.e.

-cLak;j .ajaij La turmeric] are taken. Cover it [with water]. Cook
.»Lall Lfrk. .JljII it until it turns into the colour of the feather.

j*-" jjt j »aj Lib »3 Remove [excess] water from it, then take one
85k»bj. 84j»t j» Un.» dirham of saffron threads. Add them whole

Lafrüj jll jjiä »La jl (j.yi »La without crushing them. Take myrtle water or the

j jaaj LUI jfiyjyuJi jjkjts juice of pomegranate peels, a sufficient quantity
.aj a_ûSjj iLaa»» aJ ^ j»: k 0f them. Do not exceed it, so that it does not

blacken. Add gum arabic to it and write with it.

7. Instruction for a rose-coloured ink

V&s jrbkk ii.yjjjyiy- Instruction for a rose-coloured ink. Take

j^oJ jA j jkLjj ùjïL-aj jaAijj three dirhams of white lead,87 sericon, and

-iL-bjj otk-y jLklij ^.Ij »aj cinnabar, and of the latter it is better [to only

j u$Jj take] one dirham. They are mixed and
crushed. Gum arabic is added to them. Use it.

76 ;AÀ-uù]l ^k,

77 ^k.

78 * j*- :^-â-uûll

79 ;A^uûll ^kt

80 ;4Â_uûll

81 For the term "foliated oripiment" (al-zarnikh al-asfar al-safâ'ihï), see Schopen 2006:165.
82 (j*.
83 :<^uûl! ^k,

84 jf-
85 ^ qs^.

86

87 For white lead and its use as pigment, see Lev and Zohar 2008:198; Gettens and Stout 1947:174.
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8. Instruction for an Egyptian ink

aAIAII j^a ^ (je-

^I^uj ^jJjuiil ^jJajJ j] A j4n~ij

jjSlLjj j\ Aja j âjh'i

C_ijia A lie. i_lJjj <- ^ \ W i a 11A*1 J 1-.Q

U Ajl2jj3 A_iâ ^«âJ

,C_fljla]! A_La

j* jjiâj pljj ^gk Jâàauj

jLiau tc_j|jj]lj £jjll AjJaijj

ci*^J VJ (_5iC' t—fljUl

La jÜ C-jUä ô-lic. £-a^J
<-*n*\<

Aale. L-iU^JI [JaY V j J<« ^"Vj
.JjVl ^ JjVl ôÂi. Jj jj*Ja

£A*-a Ajuj J^a tiilû L-ÂbJaî

C3.J.J ct-a A j\r» (J*^lj

jj-%* ll£ jj» (j^a. AiJj La-a ç.UaJI

A^-Jaj jjtgJI g-i A£jä.J

JÎLaj djLjj j^ ' j'-" A_Jl ' aJ1 ^j

Ajk^ajâj ^jj_ul 9^
JJ^ j^ |

ç.LaJ AIä. dlJji lili .A «-%j L^aijâi

i—fljj-bij 92AJIJ11I J 91(i-aj^l

.-^JJ ç.Laj t-*l»»i.a (Jjis AjJI

Instruction for an Egyptian ink. One takes
the necessary amount of soot sublimated from
sesame oil.89 Purify it. Ifyou put the sesame oil
in a clean lamp and insert into it a wick or two
made of clean, new cotton, cover one end until
a little bit of [soot] accumulates on it, then lift
it up and collect what has stuck to the

extremity.
Store it in a vessel which is free of oil and cover
it [in order to protect it] from scent and dust.
Return the extremity to the lamp and do not
stop this procedure until the quantity of soot

you desire accumulates on it.

Clear the deposits of soot on it. It will change [its
colour?]. However, take it, the top layer at first.

Then, add one quarter of its quantity of crushed

gum arabic and add the water of henna leaves

that makes it thinner. When it turns into

something like dough, stir it in the mortar and

place it in the sun. Add a bit of sugar obtained
from plants and black ink, around half the

quantity of the sugar. Make pastilles out of it and
dilute it. If you want to dissolve it with gum
arabic water, throw a soluble substance into it
and add a bit of musk and rose water.93

88 » flj »
J-i~i ;A -> I » i\l

89 Soot is the main ingredients of carbon-based inks. It was produced by combusting a variety of
vegetal substances, amongst others sesame oil. See Gacek 2009:133.

90 je-3 yi.
91 e~^ «a ^ nl\l

92 j- ~ iA>

93 Musk, camphor and rose water were added to provide the ink with a pleasant smell, see Gacek

2009: 133.
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9. Instruction for another ink

j nsr. Ajäji J}^
94 -,+ t

LaA jIJlLaj c-LaJl (j-a L-b-aJj #(jUaià_iâ

.Sjjjli ^j"»

?* jJ ùjj £j^j
ôj^C J.MMIII ^^5 UijJJj

,4j < -liSjj aljl

Instruction for another ink. An ounce of
crushed gallnuts and an ounce of gum arabic

are taken. These are mixed together. Add eight
times their quantity of water to it and pour it
into a vial. It must be left it in the sun for three

days. Then, purify it and add four dirhams of
Byzantine wine. It is left in the sun for ten

days. Write with it.

10. Instruction for another ink

(j-aâadl ^ '1 "*

jLä. frLaj jÄ*jj (JssJj l^c-U

uljjjj .J*«*!! f\ß (_jà jjSj
>"JJ ibis jAU Jnoifiil

liyjj düll j j sis I r\ <3JÀJ

^ jj. i—'jj i-Aclj I .Ij

.Ââji.

aUi n fti-all ^3 b]j2Uj

^ Aj JÄJ .^9^ TAjfâ jj-aâadl

CJjSüj AjjiJi
<JLa 1Â.L 4Ü j_k •cita, bajlj

y <jä jjjj y j-^l
<U]Ij t4js3jjj -AÛ

t^ici

Instruction for another ink. Gallnuts must
be taken and crushed into a fine powder,
dissolved and kneaded with hot water until
they obtain the texture of honey. Then, it is left
in the sun until some short while passes and
filtered it with a thick rag. One removes the

foam, takes the vitriol and crushes it to a fine

powder, passes it into the rag.

And little by little agitates the water that has been

separated from the gall nuts. This is released with
it on the paper. Then, remove the rag and write
with it. It must be stored only in the rag, until
someone takes from it, since one does not wish
that the best part of the ink fades away and. This

will improve its quality. God knows best.

11. Useful instruction for the time of pestilence and pestilential disease

Useful instruction for the time ofpestilence
and pestilential disease. This is a
medication called the divine medication
and its production. One takes one part of
high quality aloe from Socotra in Hadramawt
and one part of pure hamâhaml [?] myrrh
which is the common myrrh, and [24r] half a

(j*j <*âU

cij^li ^ fl » iiJ Gaj jjj&Uallj

j; nil ja .Ajätlj-aj

" J ~" 11 J j'hs.. 'I

c JJ. ^ ^äLuäll jaÜ jAj
jljic. jll jaj £ jLkJI ja ji, j

f. ja. Q. n'l [jt 1] JbJI j nil Sli

91\ £-<u-a ;4*k>.Trll

95 cg^J' ~*h >
.i*r\l
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12.

JjVl JjVlj ç. ja. 4-äuuij

.all IIa (ja L_1^)jIü A % > ii 1

^Lajj c_il^)jjjj Jlälo t àtfVi

ftil AjvIJ (J£ ^ ç-Laib [?]

,6JA

- Aj A A ja A A A, i „i

L_ll_)AÛ ^ ^UajJj UacU Vi

,J£ ijjjl! ^ic. a_1a J<ii*hnjj

^jül - iiaJ1 (jU .SJA fUji AJ^J

Ui Ajâ ^faàj V A U\1 Aj

A_j| a A " i J^Àj ,^ic.i aJJIj

_ ~ — ;

piece of pure and high-quality saffron.

Another copy says one piece. The first copy is

the primary and most reliable copy.

According to one manuscript, one drinks half
a mithqäl of this mixture with a permissible
aromatic beverage once every three days.

In another reliable copy, one crushes the

mixture to fine powder and pours it into an
aromatic beverage. One uses it on an empty
stomach once every three days. [The mixture of]

the body which reacts with this [beverage] will
never be affected with the pestilence, but God

knows best. It is mentioned in a manuscript

copy, that was tested and true.

Instruction for an ink (added by a different hand)

1 ^ar. ^ j ^ à. A»»

*LQ (JJaJ J^C- ^ £Ajj (_P=>J

LP3J ' AJI] <* fll > >>jj

tAA-v AAÜ.J t fl Ulli

(jiAAaj .diljll (_>Aaijj j! J] Jij fj
^lo cP^j < «->*1 Ajij t fit

>

£âij .(Jlc- (JÄ (jlji fU-la

(_s1xa ç.La ^
**JjI ^ (J-A ^j lP^J

>(aC-lj 44-t >u

^La °tlA (JjJAuiJ ^aJ

li 97. • - »
J_'A II ÛJJÀ ^A .AJAC-J

(jjJAâjî _U=IJ tj^i
AJJAI Aj pLall JJC. jjai (JA^Î

(J 1—lLl^Jl J^a i u ajIaä jAAljû

A'! Jjê

Instruction for an ink. One rati of green

gallnuts is taken, soaked in twelve ratls. Of

salty water, and added to half a rati of dry
myrtle and a hand full of fragrant sweet basil.

Then, it is boiled until a third of it evaporates. It is

purified and half a rati of table salt and three

ounces of high-quality vinegar are added. Arabic

gum is soaked in boiling water as well as one rati

ofwähl [?] wine in four ratls ofboiling water, after

having crushed [the gum] into fine powder.

Then, the liquid is poured on the gallnut water
and the other substances. Weigh all the ink,
add for each rati two ounces of original gum,
not dissolved in water, and six dirhams of
soot, after having crushed the soot without

gum.

96 s-1j*- :^-^l qjà.

97 (jjjj Âjoûll
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13. Instruction for the production of the aforementioned soot

jjSidl i-jUtl! jljiiu.1 Äi-oj Instruction for the production of the
ujjjll 2-=,jj aforementioned soot. The oil is poured in

gjjIjk!i jjiIjjy* JjJUillj bowls - the wicks must be thick with elongated

£*nj ijjLaas ffcle iüjj extremities - with both palms of the hands, the

^ iijj .lw5 iJ outer parts of the fingertips touching them. The

J=^j Oj&*i UlLj j Ji_, soot is collected and put in a bag of paper
•r"2 .ù^1 op* J! ùj531 without bottom. It will be surrounded and

enveloped with a dough. One can write with it
by the time the dough has become clear. This is

the end.
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